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WELDABILITY OF HIGH-TENSILE STEELS

FROM EXPERIBNGE Ii?AIRPLANE CONSTRUCTION, WITH

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO W9LDIX?G CRACK SUSCEPTIBILITY*

By 3-. M{ll er

SUUMARY

Yollowi.ng a survey of the development and present
state of weldable materials suitable for airplane construc-
tion, the writer proceeds to the less known difficulties
encountered with the use of high.-tensile steels - that is,
their forms of occurrence, their causes, their prevention,
and methods of testing.

The concept of welding crack tendency is explained
and illustrated with practical examples. All pertinent
causes are enumerated, aild experimental measures are given
through which the secondary effects can be removed and the
priilcipal causes analyzed:

1. Welding stresses;

2. Material defects,

The variations in length and stresses incident to
welding a small Yar as free weld, with restrained elonga-
tion and restrained elongation and contraction, are ex-
plored in three fundamental experiments. The so-called
“clamp-weld test[’ is developed and compared with the “sur-
face-flame test” and the IiT-joint test.f’ It is found that,
other than the known indirect welding deflections on cer-
tain points of the weld, there is yet another kind of weld-
ing effect unknown i-n its cause, which we call “indirect”
weld deflection~

___________________________________________________________

*“Schweissbarkeit von St&hlen h~kerer Festigkeit nach den
Erfahrungen des Flugzeugbaues, mit besonderer Ber&ck-
sichtigung der Schwc.issrissigkeit .“ Luftfahrtforschung ,
October 1, 1934, pp. 93-103.
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The effect of the material. itself is explored in me-
tallographic and chemical analyses of steels of varying
welding-crack tendencies. The susceptible steels reveal
peculiarities i,n both respects. Excessive C and (P+s)
content appear to be the main causes of weld cracking,
with impurities playing the more p.roninent role. The sys-
teifiaticexamination of one special steel further revealed
the :oasibil.i.ty of yet other factors influencing this Sus-
ceptibility.

AS second welding difficulty, frequently encountered
on high-grade steels, the weld-hardiless is explained,
along with the causes which lie in the composition of the
material in conjunction with’ the heat treatment incurred
during welding.

Lastly, based upon these observatioils and experiments,
the writer, suggests certain test,methods With which the
weld-hardness may be ascertained and successfully removed.
These are:

1. Determination of hardness distribution next to
the seam;

2. Macro-etching of welds;

3. Bending test of welding lugs.

I. 3?3VXLOPMXNT AND PRESENT STATE OF WELDABLE STEEL

The use of gas welding in airplane construction, be-
gun during the war and in the post-war period, was limited
to soft - almost carbon-free iron - that is, deep-drawn
sheet and soft-steel tubin”g. Tlie plasticity of this metal,
together with its comparatively low tensile strength, prof-
fered the least difficulty for the manufacturer and the
user and made it, in fact, the ideal material for experi-
mentation on welding. Moreover, the melting heat affects
the ~trength c?~aracteristics and structure of very pure
iron very little, according to the metallography of welds
(reference 4) .

Until about ten years after the war, soft iron yas al-
most exclusively used as welding material in airplane con-
struction, although its welding strength (ice. ~ the mini-
mum strength of the materials governing the calculation)
did not exceed 34 to 38 kg/mm2 (48~360 to 54,050 lb./sq.in~).
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I?rom that -time on, we can trace a persistent attempt
.. for maj..erigls.of higher tensile strength, ‘with a view to..+.-

lighter and more economical ‘structures. The next logical
step was to raise the welding strength throug’h higher car-
bon content, the natural alloying ele”ment of steel. Since,
however, the traditional ideas and experiences - for the
previously cited reasons - seem”ed to justify more or less
grave misgivings against any higher C content, this avenue
of attack was first subjected to exhaustive experimenta-
tion.

As concerns the effect of carbon cent’ent on the weldv
ing strength of steel, figure 1 is very illustrative. It
shows the results.of tensile tests of welds on carbon steel
strip of varying C content, and represents the data of a
total of 116 tensile tests made in 1928 with butt welds on
five. steel strips of varying C content (l-millimeter gage).
For the rest, the sheets were quite similar, and uniform
and corresponded in compositions to the refined steel ac-
cording to DIN 1661, but of greater purity. Aside from
the scatter boundaries of the welding strength, figure 1
also shows the position of maximum frequency.

The attained welding strength thus increases from. 32
to 38 kg/mm2 (45,515 to 54,050 lb./sq.in.) with.O.07 per-
cent C to around 50 to 70 kg/mm2. (71,118 to 99,565 lb./
sq.in.) with about 0.25 percent C, where the lower limit
of the scatter zone then gradually begins to drop because
the scatter zone expands in increased measure; rlhereas the
location of maximum frequency (or concentration) rises
continuously slower with increasing C content.

Therefore, a C content in excess of 0.25 to 0.3 per-
cent serves practically no useful purpose as fa? as
strength is concerned, if for no other reason than that
the welds are narrow - i.e.,” about 2 cm (0.787 in.) wide,
in which. no appreciable welding stresses can occur. The
experirients further proved that higher carbonization made
certain zones of the weld hard, and others brittle; and.
even at that time (reference 4) it was recognized that the
weld had a tendency to crack because the comparatively
brittle steel was no longer able to equalize the stresses
set up on solidifying, esp.eci.a~ly,when ,the seams were
long. It was during this period that A. ~echtlich made
his investigations, according to which steel tu~ing of 0.34
percent C was still suitable for welding purposes in air-
plane design, while the use of hi~her C content was dis-
couraged.

-.
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Since ’about 1928, however, sheet of ‘as high
percent C and tubing of as high asG.3 percent C -
haps,. even higher .- have been welded to fittings
tices without arousing much objection. Thus, it

I

as 0.27
and per-
and lat-
was pos-

si.ble.t’o raise the theoretical welding strength to 50 kg/
mma (71,118 lb./sq.in.) , or shout 20 percent. Subsequently,
the persistent attempts at weight .saving compelled the use
of alloyed steels, the procurement of which, encountered
considerable difficulty for some time.

The first materials taken over by the airplane manu-
facturer from the automobile industry were the Ni-Cr
steels, to be used for parts without welding. The first
attempts at welding them had proved unsatisfactory.

The casehardened Ni or Cr-Ni steels would have been
more suitable, “but they did not establish themselves,
chiefly as a result of the commercial scarcity of supply
and demand in form of drawn, seamless tubing and thin
strip.

During the jump of the foreign steel manufacturers
over Germany, as a result of abnormal war conditions, the
United States developed the well-known chrome-molybdenum
steel 4130, which has teen successfully welded perhaps
since the end of tbewar. Since 1930 such steels have
also been used in German airplanes, resulting” in aweld-
ing strength of 60 kg/mm2 (85,340 lb./sq.in.).

Since that time the German airplane designer has
gained a world of experience through experimental and the-
oretical research, and it is very opportune to pause and
draw the practical applications therefrom; and in partic-
ular , to so perfect tile weld-test methods that safety
from the point of view of welding is commensurate with
that of the other branches of airplane design. The hith-
erto conventional check-weld methods, generally restricted
to the external appraisal of the welding operation and the
finished weld, aside from the tradition.a.l ter-sion, bending
and, folding tests, are no longer comprehensive enough for
the weldable material entering airplane construction.

The aim in the following is to establish the criteri-
ons for adequate arid reliable welda%ility of steels” of
high strength in the light of ~oderb knowledge and expe-
rience in airplane construction. This raises the following
questions:

..——-. —— .. . . . ... , ,,, , ,,, ., ,.. ,,
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a) What are the common difficulties and dangers en-
countered in welding high-strength steels?

,., ,,.
%) What causes them? “’

c) That test methods are really adequate for apprais-
ing tlie weldability of steels used in airplane
design and related branches of engineering, and
how should these test methods be interpreted?

We sur,~mari,lyexclude the difficulties which are readi-
ly amenable to the conventional inspection methods, such
as poor flux, unclean surfa”ces, insufficient strength, etc.

Much more dangerous, however, are the defects which
defy routine inspection until discovered by the user or
when the defect has actually caused failure. Such dangers
lurk in the tendency of the weld to crack and in the weld-
hardness.

11. TTELI)ING CRACK TEITDENCY

XY this is meant tile property of “the material which
tends to crack near the welded seam - usually in the joint
between the bead ant the welding work, at times extending
even a few millimeters into the sheet or tubing; at other
times opening wide, or else forming very minute hair
cracks. They vary in length from a few millimeters to
several centimeters. As a rule, they follow a slightly
zigza:g course, in the nanner of a ~rain boundary failure;
at times they form bracnhes such as quite often observed
on fatigue fractures.

The cracks start, as readily seen during welding, be-
twecm white and. red heat; that is, between 800 and 1,000°
c. temperature. Yigure 2 shows some typical examples?
w-bile figure 3 is a photograph of two welding cracks on a
steel tubing.

The striking fact. is, that such cracks can occur and
still defy outside detection until the exposure of the
bead by back-and-forth bonding in the meld reveals them on
a ferric-oxide film and i.ts.annealing colors.
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. a) Causes

These are:

1. Stresses due to heat changes and correlated defor-
tiati.on,s;

2. Defects i.n the part to be welded;

3. Ilefects in rod material, gas, and oxygen;

4. Faulty welding operation:

a) Torch adjustment, tip size, ratio of mixture;

b) Holding of torch;

c) Welding speed;

d) i?elding direction and order of rows;

e) Type of taclcing.

1. Experimental Procedure

T“he procedure was as follows:

1) All materials revealing a doubtful or suspicious
tendency” to weld cracki~~g in the preparation and material
testing at the l?ocice-Wulf airplane shops, and of which
there was a sufficient supply availa%le (as sheets or
tubes) , were carefully put aside and marked, in order to
insure an adequate supply of testins material.

2) Tile actual welding was carried out by one of the
oldest land most reliable welders under constant supervi-
sion of competent metallurgists. Torch adjustment, tack-
in~, and order and speed of welding were prescribed very
m.iilutelyo

3) The degree of purity of welding rod, gas, etc.,
was chec’ked continuously, and with. one and the same sheet
of known degree of cracking tendency, the effect of these
factors was observed, kept constant or, i.f necessary, re-
moved.

From among the series of tests made in this respect,
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we select here one made regarding t“he effect of the weld-
ing wire (fig. 3): A suitable weld was made with an un-

,,sound (i.e., crack-susceptible) steel pipe A, and a sound
steel pipe B (the difference in the pipe-i hav”irigbeen re-
vealed in practical welding operation on this very joint’),
and specifically three times, each with three different
kinds of welding wires, or18 welds altogether. Pipe A
revealed 6 cracks in all, which - although unlike - divid-
ed over the three welding wires, while none of the. 9 welds
on pipe B disclosed a crack. This proved that the weld
metal A itself was responsible for the cracks and not the
welding wire.

The degree of purity of the acetylene gas, the gas-
oxygen mixture ratio, and the size of the flame in their
effects were observed in similar manner. It was found
that a. flame too high with respect to the sheet thickness
actually promotes the cracking susceptibility, whereas the
other factors left no noticeable effect. The welding
speed. throughout the experiments was kept within the usual
limits of sheet thickness and about 1$ times heavier weld-
in~ wire and correct flame adjustment. The welds being
short , as in the first exFeriiuents, the direction and or–
der of weld rows are of no significance.

In this manner it was possible to observe the two
chief factors: exte:lt of the welding stresses or deflec-
tions, and t-he degree to which the material properties
are the cause of weld cracking.

From the physical point of view, the query could be
more adequately posed. as follows: TO what degree is the
elongation due to heat chaages on a crack at the precise
instant , greater than on a corresponding place which did
not crack? And how E.uch less is the ultimate elongation
in the crack than that in a corresponding non-torn place?
These measurements are, however, difficult to effect, in
view of the complex conditions and high temperatures, so
that the more empirical way with practical welding tests
~vas preferable.

In this connection, be it noted, the detection of the
causes and the suitability of test methods for weld-crack-
ing susceptibility had. to be effected concurrently rather
than separately..
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2. Welding Stresses

The forr,ation”of weld cracking may be visualized as
hein~ primarily due either to the formation of an oxide
film letween the grain boundaries (“burned” steel, refer-
ence 1) , through which the cohesion is markedly reduced
and the stdel kecomes easily separated at this point , or
else that the separation of the highly heated steel initi-
ates cracking and engenders the oxidation of the cracked
areas,

In the first case, cracks or oxide films could form
even when there are i~o stresses; but , according to numer-
ous observations in actual welding practice, this phenom-
enon does not occur except where it can be accompanied by
stresses. The cracks were never observed on free-weld
seams of less than 2 centimeters length, so that the sim-
ple weld-tension test (free weld of small width) gives ab-
solutely no clue to the cracking tendency of a metal.
Fro12 furthe”r experience accumulated in airplane design, it
is found that the cracks run, almost without exception, par-
allel with the seam.

Fundamental ex~eriments.- The three basic eXp’i?rinIr3ntS
———.- .————-- .-—- .—. ---. ——. - .-. ..—

described hereinafter vouchsafe much information regarding
the formation and effect of welding stresses:

Rutt-welded rods of ~m,all enough section (10 x 1 mm =

0.3937 X 0.03937 in.), so as to produce practically linear
deflection or stress conditions at right angles to the seam,
were r.easu.red for length changes during welding and solidi-
fying with the fixture (fig. 4) under the following condi-
tions:

1) In the absence of all external forces, acting on
the bar;

2) With restrained elongations but free lengthwise
contractions of the bar which might occur as a
result of heat changes;

3) With the bar tips - i.e., the regions not affected
by the welding heat - rigidly clamped during
welding and cooling, thus preventing the two
tips from moving toward or away from each other.

The results of these measurements are qualitatively
exmressed in figure 5. In the first case (curve A) we
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note a. rapid growth of t’he bar (0.,55 to 0.7 mm = 0.02165
‘to 0,0276 in.) at the start” of welding,. Toward the end of
the ti-elding-operation, the motion slow-s down and on-solid-
ifying,” the stretch disappears again completely, conforma-
ble to the superposition of the length changes in the dif-
ferent ‘heat zones, and” this return is very exact, provided
no external loads are applied at the ends of the par. Con-
trariwise, even the ‘tiny force produced i)y the dial gage
pin resting o,n the bar reveals, after cooling, a reduction
in length relative to that observed at the beginning of the
welding operation.” For the case in j?oint, it already
amounts to approximately 0.1 mm, the load of the pin, being
32 g.

The second experiment (fig., 5, curve B) , If,,hilereveal-
ing no elongation, discloses a co’htraction during solidi-
fying almos’t exactly like the elongation of the first test.
Owing to restraint in elongation, there is a complete plast-
ic flattening in the fluid zone -which then readily crushes
under very low stresses after the first test, The shrink-
age on solidifying is t-hen exactly as t-hat for t“heperfect-
ly IIfree weldfi~ or, in other words, restrained elongation
has shortened the bar on solidifying by an amount equiva-
lent, to this restraint.

The described tests were made on different bars of
deep-drawing sheet St VII 23, St C 16.61, St C 25.61, and
chrome-molybdenum steel strip. It was established that
the diversity in total heat elongations, rat-ner than being
due to the type of material, was markedly influenced by
the momentary exteut of the heated z,ones, which in turn is
intimately conr.ected with. the gage of the sheet. Another
striking fact is the absence of difference in weld elonga-
tion on easy-cracking or sound material.

In the third experiment on welded and cooled bars
with very “rigid clamping, the dial gage, upon release of
the “clamps, revealed only a fraction of the shrinkage ob-
served in the first” tests (fig. 5, curve C); that is, a
contraction in exact proportion to the yield limit of the
annealed material. Being rigidly clamped., the bar had to
yield the entire shrinkage as stress elongation which, de-
pending on the locat,ion of ti~e,yiel,ddpoint of theh eated
zone, remains in part elastic, whereas the other” part
changes to plastic stretching of the soft annealed bar
zone, provided the bar is without weld cracking. It was
soon found that one stecjl -,vas“susceptible to it ,,while the
other was’ not.

- .,, . . ..... .—., ,..,,,..—.—.—- —-— —.. . -----. . . .-..-..-. ———-. .
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Surface flame test clam~ welding .-.-—-—- --———-———— ..——L—--—— .-.—..-.-.—- - It was o.n the Or-
der of this last experiment that the so-called “clamp
welding” was developed in the first reports treating weld-
ing-crack tendency, and tried out by the Focke-Vulf compa-
ny. But before proceeding to details, the following should
be noted: Even though there had Yeen no systematic and
thorough exploration of the weld-cracking tendency, as far
as is known, there nevertheless existed a kind of test
procedure for it, and which was occasionally used in air-
plane construction. This refers to the so-called ‘lsurface-
flamel[ test or, as it is also called, the I?okker test (ref-
erence ’2).

A piece of the particular sheet or tubing is brought
to fusion with the welding torch by applying, without
welding wire and tiithout filler rod, a flame over small
sections of the tube or plate surface from the edge toward
the inside or vice versa, although the first is the more
rigorous test. A good weldable material should stand this
test , at least the less rigorous one from within toward
the outside, without cracking into or next to the seam of
the burn.

However, with the exception of fairly soft iron, the
surface-flame test is totally unsuitable for ascertaining
the we”ldability of a metal. Aside from that, the test
cannot be applied to tube or strip of small dimensions.

The clamp-weld test was carried out as follows: Two
butt-joint specimens are clamped at the usual distance
(about sheet thickness) in a solid frame so as to flatten
on welding by an amount equal to the thermal expansion,
and to yieid the same amount of shrinkage on solidifying
as stress elongation, if no crack is to develop. After
clamping the strips are exactly straightened in one direc-
tion and welded together in the orthodox manner from one
end to the other without tacking (forward or left-hand
welding) . The specimen is released after cooling, exam-
ined under magnifying glass, and the head exposed. by ~end-
ing back and forth in the seam (fig. 6$ bottom). Then the
percent proportion of the oxidized break readily discerned
on the annealing colors, is ascertained as ‘l~eld-cracking
tendency.” The bead side with the majority of cracks is
decisive for this.

I?rom’among the different clamping devices experimented
with, the fixture shown in figure 6 is the best! both from
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the view>oint of reliability and economy. The two speci-
,,, . xnens (a) are pressed, by means of clamping device (?I) and

two nuts..(c)-, against t-he’t“wo”faees ‘of’a=heavy U-shape
stirrup (’d); that is, pressed 1 mmdeep into a cavity of
the clamps”i “.

,.:

‘Another ‘important factor is the matter of size of the
test specimens. For sheet ‘and tubing, the thickness is
predetermined and, the dimensions being small, the stresses
may be accurately enough considered as a uniplanar problem.
Thicker iheet or massive pieces must be worked”to thin wall
thickness. .The described tests”were made, in general, with
l-millimeter .ivall thickness.”

As to-the effect of specimen length, the above-de-
scribed basic experiments for determining the linear we,ld-
ing deformations afford some information. According’ to”
them, the test is most rigorous when the clamped length
includes the total”heated distance, because then the crush-
ing and the ensuing elongations are, evidently, highest.
A still greater clamping length would again moderate the
test, because the elastic ‘elongation corresponding fo the
length, would increase; that is, the ‘forced, mermanent de-
formation would become less - whence a cla,mpi~g length of
70 mm (2.76 in..) between the cupping points. On this
place the temperature for the particular wall thickness
does not exceed 100° C. at the moment of welding (refer-
ence 6).

The effect of specimen width - not being so readily
ascertainable - was establis”ned on three l-millimeter
thick specimens of varying widtk. (fig. 7)0 Leaving aside
isolate irregularities for the moment, the following main
points were established:

1) The percent proportion of oxidized. cross-sectional
area grows with the specimen widt’h, reaching an average
maximum at 50 to 60 mm (1.97 to 2.36 in.);

2) For 45 to 55 mm (1.77 to 2*17 in.) specimen width,
the scatter zones are smallest and the measurements most
conclusive.

,.
The causes for this are, briefly, as follows:

It is, clear that heat crushing and elongation, as ob-
served perpendicular to the welded seam, occur’s similarly
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within the seam itself in its longitudinal direction when
welding together two flat plates of adequate length and
width. This had already happened on the wide %ars “in the
last-described test, with the result that the ensuing mul-
tiaxial stress conditions weakened the deformation power
of the metal and thus favored cracking. Thus , a width of
5.0 mm (1;.97 in.) appeared most promising and was then pre-
served for the standard specimen.

The clamping stirrup was so designed that at the in-
stant of incipient weld cracking, the stress amounted to
approximately 3-kg/mm2 (4,267 lb./sq.in.) only. In prac-
tical welding operation, the rigidity of clamping is very
diversified; but as the requisite degree of clamping is
governed by the purpose of the clamp weld itself, the ap-
praisal of the employed test method may be briefly summa-
rized as’ follows:

The clamp weld has proved very useful in the running
material ‘test for

1) numerically ascertainiiig the tendency of the mate-
rial to weld cracking a’nd through it, to

2) completely forestalling such cracking in welding
operations.

To 1) it is added that:
-pieces from the same charge,
is intended as the criterion

discounting a larger number of
the average of three samples
for weld-cracking tendency,

because the individual’ results scatter the same as in the
tensile tests of wood or castings. Even the individual
steels were frequently observed with varying schtter zones.

To 2): the permissible boundary of this cracking tend-
ency ‘must be decided for each case as it arises, according
as stresses may or may not occur on the welded parts. On
the basis of available comparative tests and operating’ ex-
perience, these fairly low percentages do not appear seri-
ous , being for small welds very minute points. The Focke-
‘i?ulfcompany has, up to now, made 1,962 clamp welds on pure
and alloyed steel sheet and tubing, the majority “by far
showing very good results (welding-crack tendency O per-
cent). A small fraction showed a very low percentage,
while about 10 percent of the specimens, having a cracking
tien.dency of from 10 to 30 percent, were scrapped. The Al-
batr.os Co. at Berlin, had exactly the same” experience.
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T-,joint test (No. 4, fk&~_2~~_3e&KR55Q~&n=_2 –ZkQ~
.,- f ittinga - An. angle section (50 X 50 X 100 mm = 1.97 X 1.97

X 3.94 in. ) and a piece ‘(50”X 100 “d) of the same metal
were tacked in the riliddleand at t-he eild. After cooling
and straightening, the pieces were welded together over
the tacking, starting from the free er.d. The experimeilts
made in Bremen and independently in the Albatros factory
on ideiltical steels, revealed the surprising fact that the
T joints had a consisteiltly much higher degree of welding-
crack tendency than the clamp joints with the ideiltical
material. Some representative figures have been collected
in table I.

———————

C1amp
joist

T joint

———_———

TABLE I. Clamp Versus T Joint
—————— ____ _______________

[ [[

—————— -.————..——..—___________
1 mm sheet 2 mm sheet

Sample Percent of Sample Percent of
No . susceptibility No. , susceptibility

1
to crack I I to crack

Individual Average
—————— ——————————

1 5
2 12
3 10 }

1

[}

48
2 40
3 30

—————— ————————___

Average! lIndividuaI

H
,———..————.

1 0
9 2 4

3 0 }

1 38
38 2 20

3 50 }.—_-.——-.—_.———_——J–——.—_.—______

.—-—————

2

36

....—=-———

Direct and indirect weld deformations,- Since the——__________________ _______________________
marked discrepancy between these figures could not be sat-
isfactorily a~tri~uted to a more rigid clamping of the T
joint than of the clamP weld, it was necessary to find
some other explanation, and in subsequent weld deflections
it uas found that those of the T joint are actually addi-
tive to those for the clamp joint.

During the process of making the T joint the sheets
develop heat zones (isotherms) approximately parallel with
t~le seam of from 100 to 300° C. , rising toward the center
as high as the melting temperature of the steel. i;atural-
ly, these unlike temperatures are folloved by different
length changing tendencies parallel to the weld sear.1. The
type and amount of these deflections are governed (apart
from the form of the piece, tacking, etc.) by the i~ean ex-
pansion coefficients and strength factors pertaining to
the particular temperatures. BotZl factors are given in

II
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the particular temperatures, Both factors are given in
figure 8 versus temperature. They reveal thevery sig-
nificant fact that, from about 600° o~l, the strength of the
steel becomes very low, which means tklat the points of
lower temperature (up to about 600°) prevail over the
higher heated points with respect to heat deformations.
And in this decisive range of low temperature the heat
elongation rises almost linearly.

Owing to the approximately parallel zones of equal
‘heat relative to the seam, the sheets in the T joint .
buckle swallowtail-like outward and stretch the highly
heated, less solid zones in and on tune weld seam in ver-
tical direction to the seam.

Assuming ~ heat zone of 2000 near the outer edge, and

30 mm (1.18 in.) away from it toward the seam, an isotherm
of’600°, tfi.ecrack which could occur on an UIMil10yt2d Steel

with 0.22 percent C alone due to beilding between the ends .
of the two free pieces of 50 mm (1.97 in.) length in the
weld seam, is computed at 0.59 mm (0.023 in.). This elon-
gation is, in the present case, coincident with the COWl-
ing; that is, the contraction of the weld seam and the two
types of weldi-ng stresses or deformat~.ons are superimposed
in the sense of a stretch crosswise to t-ne seam. This ex-

plains the intensified cracking tendency of the T joint.

Other methods of tacking, such as omitting one tack,
or changing t’he direction of welding, affect the results
in the anticipated manner.

T]lese facts contributed to our kilowledge OI_I welding
stresses and their causes as seen from the following. T~~e

tensile deforn~ations occurring on a weld in any direction
may be due to two causes:

1. The clamping and heat effects prevalent in elonga-
tion direction, i.e.,

a)

b)

tirevention of heat elongation which induces the.
crushing of the intensely heated zone of low
strength;

prevention of corresponding heat contraction,
causing stretching first in the highly heated
then in tile soli,difyin~ zones.
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‘2. Additional motion of the clamp ends of the particu-
lar sectiop, “caused by, concurrent or locally unlike heating
in the ’’higher strength “zone (below about” 6000).-’”Here we
differentiate between

a) additional temporary crushing of the highly heat-
ed metal in the particular direction during
process I.a), in which case it is followed by a
greater stretch than quoted under lb);

b) additive stretching iri”theparticular direction
during the process described underl.b).

The part of the deformations based on the processes
described under 1. may be called direct, the other indi-
rect , welding deformation. The indirect deformations or
stresses have not been recognized “heretofore, as far as the
writer “has been able to ascertain. That a welded joint
should be made from the center toward the edge rather than
from the edge toward the center, was a purely experimental
experience, which cannot be adequately explained except
through the knowledge of the indirect welding stresses.

For example, the indirect welding stress described un-
der 2.b) in the T joint, is additive to tb.e direct stresses.
It could be in the surface-flame test also which, of course,
largely depends upo:l the sheet widths available on either
side of the ‘tburn.ll If these are large enough the effect
is prevented; if not large enough, it does not occur at
all. Incident to the flarrietest proceeding from the edge
toward the center, there is yet another effect of the kind
described under 2.-D): The flame passing over the sheet be-
fore reaching t’he ll-~Jufnllheats these places sO that the
tem~eratures decrease with increasing distance from the
weld, through which this is forced asunder by wedgelike
acting elongations. This effect is approximately concur-
rent ~ith the cooling of the IIburnliand increases the
cracking hazard.

The effect cited under 2a) may, for example, occur
in the T joint at the precise instant when the tack in the
center becomes fluid aid the start of the vveld has already
become solidified. -Then, Of Ctjurse, the sheets buckle tem-
porarily in the center.

In this manner’ the significance of welding stresses
or deformat.i.ons as’ cause of weld. cracking ‘is largely ex-
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plained. They are a requisite premise for the occurrence
of cracks; they may occur in an entirely different ~egr.ee
and:consequently act in totally different. measure as cause
of cracking. On the’ other hand, they do not constitute a

sufficient condition for mandatory existence of welding
cranks, since the i?div~dua~ kinds of material may be able
to compensate for any, existing welding deformations in an
entirely different degree.

Ariother fact worthy of mention is that the described
.,,.

investigations and deductions give .som.every pertinent
facts regarding the effect of tacking, order and direc-
tion, and welding; ,and the forward or backward welding on
the ensuing stresses.

The arguments also apply to nonferrous metals whose
weldability often is frustrated by.,’this selfsame cracking
tendency (reference 8).

3* Material Defects

The second problem pertained to the extent and to
certain material properties in their causative relation-
ship ,to weld cracking.

Metal.lographic investigation.- These tests, made on,.-——.—.-—— ———.-....——.-——-—
sound and unsound welds of all ‘kinds, reveal the cracks :
as following mostly along the grain boundaries, branching
out at times, and frequently hiding inclusions - probably,
ferric oxides. Sometimes decarbonization is noticed on
the crack edges; at other times, not. Materials very sus-
ceptible to cracking mostly manifest on the nonwelded mi-
crograph, strikingly marked liquation zones and compara-
tively large slag inclusions. The micrographs of welds
of crack-conducive (unsound) car%on steels quite’often re-
veal in the large perlite grains of the{toverhea~’ zone pec-
uliar ferrite spots of compact form w,~thout inclusions
in its center instead of the Widmannstatten ferrite nee-
dles.

These impurities evidently acted as inoculation. points
for the unusual ferrite segregation. The l’overheattl zone
of a very susceptible steel tube closely interspaced with
such ferrite spots, is shown in figure 9, where the i,qclu-
sions within the ferrite spots can be partly recognized.
Figure 9a illustrates the-normal “overheat” structure of a
good weldable carbon Steel. This occurrence together with
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the known fact that sulphur cauaes red-shortness, raised
the conjecture that theso iticlusio~~s might be ferric,~ul-

.> -phide beeause~-=-si-ncethe cute-ctic--&e--FeS becomes flti~d at
985°, it might he that at the moment of cracking,’ the con-
nection. of the steel is not only interrupted in places,
but that probably as a result of an increased volume of
liquid eutectic, the remaining section itself becomes sub-
ject to initial internal stresses.

So, by tempering such macro-etchings, it was attempted
to render the constituents lying within the ferrite spots
visible as ferric sulphide on the blue color tone (refer-
ence 1) which, however, was not altogether successful be-
cause of its smallness and similarity with manganese sul-
phide, despite very great enlargement.

Chemical a..g.~l.~~e.~which, expressed in a few words,
comprised a number of steels (sheet and tube) of varying
weld-cracking tendencies, collected from actual practice
and experiments. This analysis revealed four distinct
groups in order of size of crackiilg tendency.

Silicon and manganese content do not seem to cause
cracking. Even from the other constituents, one alone is
not the cause, although certain compositions of C and
(P+S) sho’~.ld~lot be exceeded. The established relation-
ship of the weld-cracking tendency of those with
(P+S) content,

C and
is shown iilfigure 10.

Owing to the slight difference in P and S, the iil-
dividual figures of the analysis did not reveal which was
the objectionable element - phosphor or sulphur - although
the analysis affirmed the conjectured sulphur effect of the
metallogre,phic investigation.

During the investigations it was found that in special
steels, yet ailother factor may cause such cracking tendency.

The marked susceptibility of such a steel, explored
very thoroughly, was, with moderate carbon content ,and
satisfactory purity, i~ot quite reconcilable with the other
results from ?iil~lySiS. The micrograph showed the ltover-
heatll structure of pure carbon steel with normal Widmann-
st~tten ferrite needles. But the striking fact was the
low silicon content which, perhaps, in some way is condu-
cive to weld cracking. On the other hand, it is conceiva-
ble that this susceptibility is caused by some peculiarity
in manufacturing F}rocess or to the existence of some other
admixture.
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In the” mode” recent: ta’sts on several kinds of steels,
it was noted that the”frequency of’ slag ‘inclusions ih the
micrograph rutis more parallel with this susceptibility than
the P and S eontents, which is indicative’ of yet other’
causes.

.,

Lastly; wepoint in table 11 to some obsemations made
on several alloy-steel tubes and sheets, which contained,
for the rest about 0.25 percent Si, 0.5 percent Mn, 1 -per-
cent Cr, and ‘0.25.perceQt Mo*

~A~LE 11. Crack Tendency and C Clontent of
Chrome-Molybdenum Steels

——.—.-.—.—..-——-..——.——-——————.——

I
—————

Sheet or tule No. 1
—————.-———————-..——.-.—————.——..—--—

Crack

)

Individual 0,0,0
tendencY Average 0

C content in percent ! 0.20

S content 1:trace————————-.—...—————-.–...-—..--L-.—.— -----

-—.———.—-—..—,———————-——i--———————

2
J

3
I

4
-.-———— ——— .———--—.-—_——

0,0,4 10.7,0 I 2S9$2
1 2 4

0.2? . 0.28 0.31

.-

1-
.____——_l-.—_ .-.——.—.——.-—-..——.——

—

—

,—.

.—————--

5
.——————

10,2
~

0.33

trace

.——————

The salientf act is that the crack tendency arrived at
without knowledge of the analyses rises fairly uniformly
with the car~on content; lesides, that this cracking ten-
dency as a result of the very fine degree of purity> is
still low even with comparatively high carbon content.

In view of all these observations, it is positively
certain that the tendency to cracking in w~?kds, is a prop-
erty locked up in the different .steels in the most varYing
degrees. Although its cause in special steels has not
been completely cleared up, one important fesult maY ~e
.put.down, namely, that the purity of. (P+S) =0.97 percent
quoted in DIIT 1661; and which heretofore has been largely
considered as adequate for welding steel (reference 2), is
far from sufficient for the problem in hand. The higher
the welding strength - that is, the carbon content [see
fig. 1) - of an unalloyed steel is to tie, the lower the
(P+S) content must. be kept.

Judging from individual preliminary experiments, the
hot- or cold-work co~dition appears to have no effect on
the degree of crack tendency. Clamp welds of Cr-Mo steel
refined to 120 kg/mm2 (1’70,680 lb./sq.in.) revealed ~0 in-
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crease over the soft annealed state with about 60 kg/mm2
(85,340 lb./sq.in.) tensile strength. Even a small cold
draw ‘of C’and Cr-lIo steel-tubes-failed. t-o intensify the
hazard of welding cr.ztcks.

b. Avoidance and Testing of the melding Crack Tendency

Cognizant of the danger of weld-cracking tendency it
is, obviously, the concern of everybody to forestall its
occurrcilce on all vital welds. Aside from the burner a&-
justment, another chief cause fioted was the coincidence of
unfavorable material properties (lack of purity) with di-
rect and, in totally unfavorable cases, indirect welding
deformations due to clamping effect, faulty tacking and
heat distribution.

In a well organized welding shop, the rules goverQ-
ing correct bupner size, neutral flame adjustment, and
slow cooling rate must be carefully and consistently en-
forced by the foreman and the metallurgist. The previous-
ly cited examples of T-joint and surface-flame test reveal ~
that the indirect welding stresses, once they are known,
can be easily avoided or at least minimized by correct
tack welding, direction of welding, flame adjustment, etc.,
as, for example, by resorting to backward or right-hand
welding. But the direct welding stresses are not always
possible to avoid. Steel tul)cs in airplane construction,
for example, arc welded into lattices, where it is impos-
sible to prevent the last welded piece from being subject
to a regular clamp-weld condition. When large sheets are
welded throuch a longitudinal seam to a plate, the first
part of the welded seam after cooling, acts as clamp for
the subsequent seam portions.

For successful labor in materirLl manufacture, to ren-
der materj..als as little as possible conducive to weld
crtacking, ail adequate test method is t-he requisite premise.
Iil“this endeavor, some concerns even use the so-called
“cross -weld’! test, consisting of two 50 X 200 mm (1.9685 X
7.874 in.) strips, placed crosswise in the center and meld-
ed together oil the four edges by four filiet-welds of 50
mm length each. This is to avoid cracki%g near the seams.

But this test is atico”mpailied%Y similar direct and
indirect deformatioils, as observed in the flame test.
Aside from that, the shrinkage of the fillet-weld causes the

I strips to bend away frc.inthe flame of the strip, which fa-
vors the formation of cracks even more. However, this ef-
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feet is very distinct according to the accidentally nore or
less smooth. fit of the. two strips.

.,

The one test method giving clear conditions is the
clamp-weld, where the clamping effect is obtained by suit-
able design of the specimen itself, or through a clamping
or welding jig. Such a specimen jig is imperative for test-
ing tube or strip. To make such a test method universal,
it must be known in its details~

,,

According to ‘experience gained from the current clamp-
weld tests aildits results in service, it may be said that
for airplane steel tubing, the upper limit of the transition
ZOWQ (shaded portion of fig 10) must not be exceeded. For
strip, the lower limit should be adhered to.

III. WELD-HARDNESS

This is a second error easily encountered in.high-
strength steel, which has not been observed enough hitherto
in the practice of weld testing, 3y this weld-hardness is
meant that the material in a zone modified by the welding
heat becomes so hard and brittle as to induce difficulties
from the point of view of finishing or of strength.

A ~iece of metal should, even after welding, be heat-
F treatable and shapalle. If the high- tensile steel is to
be heat-treated subsequent to welding, it is impossible to
do so in many cases, as with airplane %odies and tail
units, for example, at least with the means available at
present. Owing to warping or inaccurate scale, both of
which are mostly inevitable, the ‘i~eldedParts must 3 as a
rule , “De straightened, and then this very zone of maximum
~lardness and brittleness - in most cases, right next to
the wel.dcd seam - suffers the most. Aside from that, the
notoh effect caused by the joint ‘oetween lead and llover-
.h~atltzone increases the danger of cracking when straight-
ening. Still, drilling and thread-cutting next to the
welded seam should not be rendered abnormally difficult by
air-hardening.

Moreover, with increasing heat next to the welded
seam, the vibration strength of the weld is weakened se-
verely starting from a certain point, as proved from fa-
tigue tests on welded steel tubes (reference 4). Conse-
quently, the weld-hardness constitutes a hazard well worth
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the attention of mai~ufacturers and users, especially of
weldalle alloy steels..,.— ... .. . . ., ,—.,... . ... .,,,...

a. Causes

The cause of this weld-hardness is primarily found in
the composition of the steel. The attempts at higher ma-
terial strength lead, as stated, to higher carbonization
and alloying of the weldable steels. Even the need for
high treata,bility should he mentioned in this respect.
And here in the sometimes one-sided concern about a high
enough strength, the permissible limit of the admixtures
is easily exceeded, according to experience in welding
practice. Other than the special alloying elements, car-
bon and rnansanese are almost always heavy contributors to
the hardness effect. Added manganese lowers thr.?transfor-
mation points and the critical cooling rate, at which the
secondary crystallization becomes suppressed. Owing to
the high heat, the solution of the carbides “is very com-
plete and the Y grain grows comparatively great. The se
two facts, together vith the hi~her rate of cooling of the
thin wall thicknesses, are ver:~ detrimental for the for-
mation of secondary crystallization and, if accompanied by
large admixtures, may easily lead to martensite spots in
what is largely a sorbite-li?ce structure or even complete-
ly martensitic IIoverheattl zones. It should be the concern
of the l~eld.i-~gsection to prevent higher cooling rate
caused by abnornal conditions, Sue-h as draft , too low out-
side temi~craturc, or placing the parts on cold, heat-con-
ducting spots, suc’h as iron or stone surfaces.

Weld-hardness and cracking tendency, be it noted, are
not correlated; i.e., weld-hard. steel.need not be respon-
sive to cracking and vice versa.

b. Testing and Avoidance of Weld-Hardness

In the search for an adequate method for checking well- ~
hardness, t~le ;Vell-known folding test comes first to ‘indo

Inste~.d of the homogeneous bar, ‘a bar is fabricated with a
cross-weld in the Ceilter, and bending afid foldiilg is then
applied in the zone of this cross seam.

.

For testing an electrode ‘o% ‘thick sh’eet and” correspond-
ingly wide welding seam, this is a practical, technological
test of the rod materic.1 and the welded seam; and perhaps
of the weld itself, so far as within this arnbit of applica-
tion air-hardening steels are generally excluded. 3ut for
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conditions involved in light construction? this type of
test is unsuitable “for the following reasons. For the
thin wall thicknesses in question here the weld seam shall
be thicker than the wall thickness itself, and this has a
twofold result:

F“irst, because the structure thus obtained scarcely
permits a uniform bending of the kind described,with the
result that the data vary very considerably, according to
the experimental contingencies; second, since for welding
high-strength steel, a little milder rod material, espe-
cially as to C content can be utilized because of the
greater section - a fact which is freely taken advantage
of both from the point of view of metallurgy described in
the beginning, and of economy. ‘(The softer iron flows
more readily.) Therefore, the danger point in these cases
in question lies, in general$ in the w-eldin”g material
rather than in the welding wire.

For similar reasons, Rechtlich (reference 2) ‘resorted
to the folding test with two metal strips, welded together

. in the middle throughout their whole length, so that the
welding bead itself and each zone by itself could be lent
sirmltaneously. But e-~cn this type of test has not proved
satisfactory in every way. The stress and deformation
conditions are rather vague and dependent on the perhams
accidentally irregular welding bead with its many sectional
variations. This makes the results of his tests very in-
consistent and reveals little of that which is actually
wanted.

Recommended test methods for determining whether and
to what extent a steei is to be appraised as weld’”hard,
are:

1. Determination of hardness distribution next to a
welded seam,

2. Macro-etching of weld.

3. Sending test of welding lugs or straps in the hard-
est zone, defined conforms’oly to (1).

The first-named test is as simple as it is enlighten-
ing. At a distance of at least 3 mm (0.118 in;) , starting
directly at the seam the hardness and strength AL’~ball-
,tiested up to the unaffected material, and the data plotted.
This relation with the maximum and minimum strength figures
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affords the material expert a very clear insight into the
properties of steel. (See fig. 11 and table III. ) Using
Rockwell hardness F (ball diamete.r,.l/16 inch, loading
10 -i-50 kilograms (22.05 + 110.23 pounds)) , the test may
%e made on high-tensile steels up to 1 millimeter wall
thickness.

Macro-etching also affords a good indicator of the
meld-hardness of steel. The proportion of martensite
prevalent in a welding zone is a sure index of correspond-
ing weld-hardness.

Lastly, the followiilg bending test has proved quite
adequate: 20 X 30 mm (0.787 X 1.181 in.) lugs or straps
from the particular sheet or straightened tube are fillet-
welded in a row on a piece of scrapped metal tube, then
clainped in a.vise and bent back and forth, with a pair of
flat pliers, the tips of the jaws being located at twice
the sheet thickness away from the bead. The bending al-
ternates toward the sides of the fillet seam, emplaced at
one side. (See fig. 12.) Beud.ing can be very exactly
stopped at the first crack, as at that instant the bending
stress, after a distinctly felt r.aximum, comes suddenly to
a stop.

With the described set-up, the result for 6 lugs -
the mean angle of bend - is readily obtained, projected
on a.protractor and read. This bendiilg test has, compared
to those mentioned shove, the added advantage of lucidity
and uniforniity of result aS well as closer accord with.
conditions encountered in practice. According to experi-
ence gained from practice, as well as untold tests, the
strength in t’he ‘foverheatfl zone should. never exceed 90 to
100 kg/mm2 (128,012 to 142,235 lb./sq.in.) if difficulties
are to be safely avoided. Then the macro-etching is alto-
gether without martensite, and the possibility of bending
the welding straps or lugs should be at least 90 degrees
in both directions. in the runiling material test , it is
advisable first to resort to macro-etching or the Eririnell
test and then, if soi~e doubt remains, to bending tests.

In testing as in fabrication, it is self-evident that
normal cooling conditions must be .maint,ainedo

Figure 11 and ta~le III give the properties of three
steels. Steel No. 3, owing to excessive weld-hardness and
correlated vitiating properties, should n’ot be used in
aircraft construction.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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Figure 3.- welding cracks on
steel tube.

a;--Specimen
b, clamp
c, Nuts
d, Olamp stirrup

Figure 6.. Fixture for clampweld.

Figure 12.- Bending test.
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